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Leading online incontinence
products store, Incontinence UK,
unveils practical new fashion
range, designed to make life
easier for people living with
incontinence.
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Leading online incontinence products store, Incontinence UK, unveils
practical new fashion range, designed to make life easier for people living
with incontinence.
Incontinence UK, a popular retailer of incontinence pants, pads and much
more, has unveiled a practical new fashion including open back dresses,
trousers and nightwear; which look great but also provide incontinence
sufferers with a helping hand in dealing with their condition.
Many UK residents suffer from varying degrees of incontinence at some point
in their lives, and it can lead to embarrassment and depression; whilst
affecting their everyday lives. But with clothing, nightwear, and even
swimwear from Incontinence UK, people living with incontinence can enjoy
discreet and effective relief.

The latest clothing collection includes Open Back Trousers for men and
women. These expertly tailored trousers look completely normal, but they are
much easier to put on than traditionally tailored trousers. Importantly, they’re
also easier to remove for people with continence problems who make
frequent and possibly urgent trips to the bathroom. Men’s and Ladies Open
Back Trousers feature two large flaps, which overlap to cover the lower back
and tuck under the seat. They’re not only ideal for people with incontinence,
but also those in a wheelchair.
The Richmond Open Back Wrap Over Dress is an all new long sleeved
dress, available in pretty blue or plum fabric. This attractive piece features a
wrap over panel at the back which makes toileting easier for the wearer and
the carer. Continence and mobility issues can make the simplest tasks,
including toilet breaks, more difficult. The Richmond Open Back Wrap Over
Dress is designed to look beautiful for any occasion, but also provide the
ease of use that many fashion items don’t.
The pretty and practical Ladies Open Back Nightie is extremely popular with
Incontinence UK shoppers, since sudden bathroom breaks during the night
are often required by many incontinence sufferers. This elegant nightdress
wraps around the back, and look fantastic, but they’re also very comfortable
and allow for easy access when toileting. Available in pink or blue, the poly
cotton Ladies Open Back Nightie can be delivered in just 2 to 5 working
days.
But Incontinence UK shoppers don’t just benefit day to day from this
excellent fashion range. Customers will also find helpful specialty items like
the Incontinence Swimwear Undergarment Brief. This innovative new
product is a unisex swimming brief, designed for adults and teens who deal
with incontinence. They wear the Incontinence Swimwear Undergarment
Brief against their skin, beneath a normal swimming costume and it is not
visible to anybody else. Thanks to this unique new piece, holidays and trips
to the local swimming pool needn’t be a cause for concern.
Pay a visit to the Incontinence UK online store to browse the entire new

range of comfortable fashion items available. You could find a variety of
wonderful pieces to breathe new life into your wardrobe and offer more
comfort and convenience than some other fashion alternatives.
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